Abstract: We propose an intelligent tool for terrestrial transportation design based on the underlying concept of adaptive meshing. Vehicle routes are deformable visual patterns which cover the geographic area adapting shapes to distributed demands or specific places. The system allows dynamic interaction and continuous visual feed-back for the designer constructing and evaluating a transportation bus network. To assist the designer, an optimization framework merging neural networks and evolutionary algorithms permits to position services and create routes among them automatically. The transport system optimizer built on a geographic information system is illustrated by application to a real life case of clustering and routing for the transportation of the 780 employees of an enterprise.
Introduction
The optimal organization of the vehicles canvassing routes for transportation of goods, or customers, is an essential challenge. How to organize the vehicle canvassing routes to collect and deliver goods relative to fluctuating and varying demand, how to organize them by supplementing the existing networks without weighing upon them or hampering the traffic.
To give a response, advanced traveler information systems (ATIS) are built to provide the PRELIMINARY DRAFT PAPER Interactive Meshing for the Design and Optimization of Bus Transportation Networks 2 right information (Kumar el al. 2005) at every moment and help the user analyze and design transportation infrastructures, as roads and streets. Route planning, finding the closest facility or the origin-destination bus travel are usual functionalities of ATIS. They are generally based on shortest path algorithms (Edelkamp et al. 2005 ) with polynomial time complexity, operating on a geographic information system (GIS) and communicating with positioning system infrastructures.
Thus, and responding to the needs of reusable tools to deal with hard problems within ATIS and GIS platforms, we propose a generic approach based on the concept of adaptive meshing as for example presented in (Créput et al. 2005 ) for radio-cellular network. We apply the approach to the context of terrestrial transportation. The transport mesh is a geometric structure, in the plane, that adapts and modifies its shape according to traffic demands. It follows that continuous visual feedback during simulations is a main functionality in the transport system optimizer presented, which merges user by-hand editing functionalities with population based optimization algorithms. Here, optimization techniques are a complement tool to automatically build routes, adapted to specific known demands, and which are possibly the variable part of an already existing transportation network. Using a GIS, the approach will be illustrated on a real life case of urban and regional transportation. The goal is to locate bus-stops and define the regional routes of vehicles to transport the 780 employees of a great enterprise in city of Belfort, France.
We define a general Euclidean clustering and vehicle routing problem as an extension and combination of Euclidean k-median (Arora 1998) and vehicle routing problem (VRP) (Christofides et al. 1979 ). The problem is NP-hard. The goal is to minimize the distances from customer demands to cluster centers defining routes, as well as minimize route lengths, subject to capacity and time window constraints. We call it the vehicle clustering and routing PRELIMINARY DRAFT PAPER Interactive Meshing for the Design and Optimization of Bus Transportation Networks 3 problem with time windows (clustering VRP). The problem seems to be never studied previously. In Clustered TSP (Laporte and Palekar 2000) , clusters composition is given as an input. The closest problem encountered, called median-cycle problem (MCP), has been investigated very recently (Labbé et al. 2004 (Labbé et al. , 2005 Renaud et al. 2005) . The clustering VRP can be seen as a Euclidean version of MCP, whereas MCP and other related problems presented by (Labbé and Laporte 1986; Volgenant and Jonker 1987; Balas 1989 ) are defined on graphs. Hierarchical combinations of clustering and routing are possibly manifold, as in location-routing problems (LRP) (Min et al. 1998) . But in our case, the hierarchical order of clustering and routing is different since here routes visit cluster centers, whereas in LRP routes are built on separate clusters. The problem presented can also be seen as a clustering version of the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) (Solomon 1987) .
To solve the optimization problem, following hybridization of meta-heuristics as done for example in (Boese et al. 1994; Moscato 1999; Resende and Ribeiro 2002) , we present an evolutionary algorithm (EA) framework which incorporates self-organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982 (Kohonen , 2001 ) as internal operators. Many applications of neural networks have addressed the traveling salesman problem (TSP) (Smith 1999; Cochrane and Beasley 2003) , but their extension to more complex and abstract vehicle routing problems remains a difficult task. For example, SOM has been applied to solve the classical VRP (Christofides et al. 1979 ) but with less success than for the TSP, the most representative applications to VRP being the ones of Ghaziri (1996) and Modares et al. (1999) . Here, we exploit the natural property of the SOM of being an Euclidean clustering algorithm which adds topologic relationships between cluster centers (Kohonen 2001 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic concepts and the general clustering and routing problem. Objectives and constraints are given. Section 3 presents the user graphical editor of the transportation editing system based on a GIS. Section 4 describes the transport optimization framework, which allows to configure and execute evolutionary algorithms embedding neural networks. Section 5 presents experiments carried out on a real life case of bus transportation. Finally, the last section is devoted to the conclusion and further research. 
Problem statement

Basic concepts
where each route is a sequence Fig. 1 (c) presents such a transport mesh, that is, the internal city bus system of Belfort visualized among the thinner roads network.
4) Request assignment.
In our approach, the main difference with classical vehicle routing modeling is that routes are defined by an ordering of cluster centers, rather than by an ordering of customer requests. It follows that each request r must be assigned to a single cluster center n r ∈ B in one of the m routes. 5) Induced graph. Routes can share common transport points. They define a graph structure.
is defined as follows: N is the set of vertices composed by all cluster centers defining routes, E is the set of edges composed of any two successive centers from routes.
Vehicle clustering and routing problem with time windows
The problem presented is a clustering version of the VRP adding time windows. It is stated . Using notations and definitions of section 2.1, the problem consists of finding cluster center locations, except for some fixed transport points, and assignment of requests to cluster centers and vehicles, in order to minimize the following objectives:
subject to the capacity constraint:
and time-window constraint:
Objective length in (1) is the routes total length. Objective distortion in (2) is the sum of distances from request locations to their assigned bus-stops, it is called distortion measure.
The problem can be seen as a combination of a standard vehicle routing problem with the well-known Euclidean k-median problem, or Multi-source Weber problem (Hansen et al. 1998 ), using a transport mesh. Note that if we replace the not squared distances in objective distortion (2) by the squared distances, we retrieve the k-mean problem for which fast computational methods are k-mean algorithm and its stochastic version called vector quantization (VQ) algorithm (Kohonen 2001) . As stated in (Kohonen 2001 ) the SOM algorithm itself extends VQ by adding topologic relationships between cluster centers.
Replacing squared distances by maximum distance yields to the k-center problem. Here, we PRELIMINARY DRAFT PAPER Interactive Meshing for the Design and Optimization of Bus Transportation Networks 7 assume that requests are served in parallel inside each cluster.
3 The transport mesh edition module
Fig. 2. Editing a transport mesh
The transport system optimizer made up with Java incorporates a geographic information system in order to display and localized geographically referenced objects. Main editing window is shown in Fig. 2 . The urban center is the city of Belfort, France, with its bus system on the front. Tools are provided to help the user build at hand the transport network, using the mouse and keyboard interface to point, add or remove basic elements as route transport points. It is possible to create, add and remove routes and their bus-stops, connect and disconnect routes thru common bus-stops. To complete user by-hand editing functionalities, several windows lets the user evaluate adaptation to customer demands. For example, main criteria for clustering and routing are given thru window criteria presented in Fig. 3 , beside graphical frame. In order to tackle real-life applications, positioning and editing customer requests using their postal addresses is a main GIS based functionality in the system. 
Solving a clustering VRP test case
For example, to solve the VRPTW rc102 Solomon test case (Solomon 1987) 
Dimensioning a real life enterprise bus system
Actual bus system and goal of experiments
We now focus on a real life case problem with capacity constraints and no time windows, addressing generation of solution compromises between the two main objectives of length (1) and distortion (2). The enterprise bus routes are within a geographic area around the towns of The data consist in 780 employees of a great enterprise that are customers of the enterprise bus system. Their localization is illustrated by dots in Fig. 7(a-b) . But, what's about the influence of road infrastructures visualized by thin lines in Fig. 7(a-b) .
Certainly, road infrastructures have influence in the case of metropolitan networks. But as shown by many works, as for example (Love and Morris 1972; Tobler 1993) , Euclidean nature of transportation problems remains predominant in many cases. In our case roads infrastructure are considered at a subsequent step, the final routes being projected on roads and evaluated. Letting routes simply defined by few cluster centers, or bus-stops, rather than by a complete path fitting roads, also addresses lowest computational costs. We will evaluate how road projections affect optimality. Projection on roads is done projecting cluster centers to the closest road, followed by expanding intermediate 2-point paths using a Dijsktra algorithm.
Simulations results
The transport meshes used in simulations have a varying number of inter-city routes, from 11 to 23 routes interconnected to entrance points of the internal city bus system of Belfort, which is defined by 7 fixed routes. Each inter-city route has 20 cluster centers. We used a single EA with a standard SOM (Kohonen 2001 ) operator applied to a population of 50 individuals, a fitness/assignment operator and a not-elitist selection. The same result expanded on streets and roads.
A simulation needed approximately 30 minutes on a Pentium workstation 1537 MHz, integrating visual feedback performed at each generation. To evaluate impact of road infrastructures, we report solutions once obtained and after being expanded on roads. The projection process is illustrated in Fig. 8(a-b) . Only obtained cluster centers in routes are shown in Fig. 8(a) , whereas cluster centers are projected on roads and intermediate transport points generated to match the roads in Fig. 8(b) . Fig. 9 . Distortion and length as vehicle number increases, as obtained and once expanded on roads, compared to the actual bus system with 30 (23+7) routes. Table 1 a.b.s., in the two cases where routes are expanded or not expanded on roads. We can observe that projection and expansion on roads slightly alters length and distortion, leading to a set of potential and diverse new solutions for the enterprise bus system. As illustrated in Fig. 10 , other bus system configurations can be defined to reach other compromises. Augmenting the cluster center number by routes yields to a result as in Fig. 10(a) . As well, a higher priority PRELIMINARY DRAFT PAPER Interactive Meshing for the Design and Optimization of Bus Transportation Networks 16 can be given to the length objective (1) using a higher coefficient weight into the scalar fitness additive combination of length and distortion, as shown in Fig. 10(b) . Conversely, a higher priority can be given to the distortion objective (2) as illustrated in Fig. 10(c) . 
Conclusion
We have presented a transport system optimizer merging user editing functionalities, to build at hand a transportation network, and optimization functionalities based on a evolutionary framework embedding self-organizing maps. The underlying concept is adaptive meshing used as an interactive tool allowing continuous user graphical feedback. Transport networks are visual patterns adapted to the demands. Here, automatic optimization concerns a part of the network that is modeled by a vehicle clustering and routing problem with capacity and time window constraints. The approach has been applied to a real life case for the transportation of the 780 employees of a great enterprise, the generated regional routes being connected to an existing urban bus system. Since the self-organizing map is a center based clustering algorithm, adding topology between cluster centers, we tried to show how it allows to naturally explore a combined minimization of route length and of distance from customers to bus stops. Next steps will consist of extending the optimization functionalities to tackle other transportation network problems as, for example, bus frequency allocation according to origin-destination demands. As well, studying application to stochastic and dynamic versions of vehicle routing problems are questions to address.
